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NEW UPDATED INFORMATION FOR 2011!THE LOST JOURNALS OF NIKOLA TESLA -

SENSATIONAL DATA OBTAINED FROM THE INVENTOR'S MOST PRIVATE PAPERS AND

KEPT UNDER WRAPS BY THE MILITARY AND BIG BUSINESS CONCERNS!This book is for all

those who feel that the military industrial complex is attempting to control our lives, our financial

affairs and our belief structure. The evidence is overwhelming!Discredited in his time, Nikola Tesla

was made out by business competitors and the government to be nothing more than a kook.

Nonetheless, the same conspirators later duplicated -- and possibly even stole -- many of Tesla's

most fabulous inventions which could soon change the course of history as well as our

lives!EXPOSED. . . * Reverse Gravity. * Free Energy. * Contact With Hidden Dimensions. *

Mysterious Signals From Space. * Earth Changes. * Freak Weather. * Electric Death Rays. * UFOS.

* Particle Beam Weapons. * Nazi Flying Saucers. * Suppressed Technology.Put into Top-Secret use

by agents of the New World Order and the global political monetary elite, many of Tesla most

powerful and potentially dangerous scientific discoveries are being turned against ordinary citizens

in programs of behavior and physical modification. This is being done to influence our critical

thinking and belief patterns to make us more susceptible to the mental commands of the Secret

Government. Tesla fought all his life against the "Big Corporations" who tried to keep his fantastic

inventions a secret. Now more than ever, the planet needs the inventions of Tesla to free us from

Big Oil and the wealthy elite."May be the most important book yet on the mysterious wizard Nikola

Tesla. Secret lost journals have been unearthed..." Conspiracyjournal.com"A good concise

education on Tesla...a reference on the subject you will access often." BEYONDBOUNDRIES.COM
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It's no secret that Tesla may have had as many as 80 large trunks of notes and devices scattered

across the nation at the time of his death. However, I seriously doubt that "Dale Alfrey" purchased

one from an auction. The book says that he began posting messages on the web asking if anybody

else had stumbled across these cases of notes, so it seems to me that there should be some

evidence of this on the web, either an original message, a mirror, or just his name mentioned in

passing on a BBS someplace. After checking every search engine I could find and searching on my

own I found NOTHING.The book itself is an interesting read. Basically, Alfrey purchased a box of

notes from Tesla at an auction in 1976 and they sat in his basement for 20 years. When he decided

to look through them, finally, he found fantastic stories of aliens (who spoke languages native to

Earth) that have controlled the planet and mankind for centuries. Tesla had been listening in on

these "martials" (which today would be called martians) over a modified radio tuned to pick up ELF

signals, which were supposed to be impossible to transmit voices over.This book seems to ignore

much truth concerning Tesla's life (his free-energy research comes to mind) and much of the book

is based on the work of others. If you want a broad generalization of assorted Tesla works mixed in

with an authors theories then this book is for you. I would suggest purchasing Marc J. Seifer's

"Wizard: The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla" if you want information on the brilliant inventors life

and then if you have an interest in his free energy research you should track down a copy of "Free

Energy Secrets of Cold Electricity" by Dr. Peter Lindemann.

Nikola Tesla was an inventor and a pioneer in the early days of the commercial development of

electricity. That alone should be enough to ensure his place in the history books, but there is more

to the story than just that. Tesla is also revered by some as a saint and prophet who began laying

the groundwork for a future technological Garden of Eden. He is nowadays credited with the



breakthrough discoveries that led to radio, television, AC electricity, fluorescent and neon lighting,

robotics, x-rays, radar and microwaves, just to name a few.But like many the lonely genius that went

before him, Tesla never received the dignity or the financial payback that he had earned. He passed

away in 1943, in poverty and relative obscurity. As he moved from hotel to hotel, saying one step

ahead of his debts, he often left behind whole suitcases full of notes and diagrams for unfinished

inventions. Legend has it that after he died, the federal government stepped in and confiscated the

material, believing it contained designs for new weapons devices and therefore was relevant to

national security.But apparently a few things slipped through the fingers of the government. At a

1976 auction in Newark, New Jersey, a collector named Dale Alfrey bought four boxes of papers for

around $25. Alfrey at first thought he had purchased the notes of a science-fiction writer and had no

idea of the importance of what the boxes contained.Which is where the story told in "The Lost

Journals of Nikola Tesla" really begins. Author Tim Swartz writes that these journals revealed that in

1889, while in Colorado Springs, Tesla intercepted communications from extraterrestrial beings who

were secretly controlling mankind.
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